
QUICK WRITING ACTIVITY FOR 3RD GRADE

These giggle-worthy writing activities for 3rd grade encourage humor in the classroom without forcing you to tell a single
knock-knock joke.

Learn about some of the things he invented. What do you like about it? The following grade level appropriate
writing prompts provide plenty of inspiration to help your students get started on a number of different writing
assignments. Any educational website that uses Pink Floyd's song "Time" to illustrate "various poetic devices
that enhance the meaning" is a friend of ours. I hope you will share these journal starters and prompts with
your precious third-grade students. When students are ready to write more they can add a detail in the green
and yellow sections. The one pictured below is about a favorite place to visit. Scary Stuff. Encourage them to
create as clear a detailed description as possible. For days when time is short and I want a quick assignment, or
I have a guest teacher in my classroom, I rely on writing prompts for my students to get their daily dose of
writing. What would you do if you were in the middle of the lake and your boat springs a leak? What do you
do with all of your time? Either ask your students to bring in funny photos from home, or ask them to draw
something silly. That keeps them fresh and exciting! Violent Games. What pranks would you play on your
teachers and classmates? How do you know? Superheroes in movies and comics can do some pretty amazing
things, but think of someone you consider to be a real-life hero. For some kids, pleasing the teacher is
motivation enough but others do much better when they have more of a pay off for the hard work for putting
their ideas to paper, editing, revising, and producing a final copy. Write about your favorite sport. What did
you make? Imagine that all the streets are rivers? What would happen if it really did rain cats and dogs?
Describe your life under the sea. Oh and lastly, I encourage you to have your kids journal or write creatively
for a minimum of three times per week so they may exponentially grow their writing skills.


